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Abstract: This study delves into the corporate criminal responsibility of political parties in cases of corruption and money laundering committed by their members. The intricacy lies in the challenge of attributing individual actions within political parties to the parties themselves. The primary concern investigated is the application of the dissolution sanction for political parties proven to engage in criminal acts of corruption and money laundering as a manifestation of their criminal responsibility. Employing a statutory, analytical, and conceptual approach, the research draws on legal materials derived from secondary data, encompassing primary, secondary, and tertiary legal sources. The findings reveal that the Constitutional Court possesses the authority to dissolve a political party as a corporate entity. The decision rendered by the District Court Judge serves as a pivotal reference for the government, facilitated through the attorney general and/or the appointed Minister by the President, to submit a dissolution request to the Constitutional Court. The actual execution of the dissolution rests within the purview of the Constitutional Court, aligning with its designated authority. This study sheds light on the intricate legal mechanisms surrounding the corporate criminal responsibility of political parties and underscores the role of the Constitutional Court in addressing such cases.
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Introduction

Quoting Miriam Budiardjo's view, political parties are a means for citizens to participate in managing the state. Citizen participation in expressing opinions as individuals is sometimes not heard or even lost without a trace; therefore, the role of political parties as a container for shared aspirations processed through political parties becomes a party policy. Policies of political parties will become work programs, which are conveyed by representatives of the people (members of the People's Representative Council/DPR) to the government to become general policies to address various problems that people complain.

The flexibility in accommodating and managing the aspirations given by the public through public policies, in overcoming the problems of the nation and state, sometimes cannot be controlled. Policies tend to be more concerned with the interests of certain party groups. The policies even depleted civil, economic, political, social, cultural and religious rights, which ultimately hampered the pace of development because they caused losses to the state or the country's economy, whose impact would be felt again by the people.

Article 1 point 1 of Law Number 2 of 2008, in conjunction with Law Number 2 of 2011 concerning Political Parties, explains what it meant by a Political Party is an organization that is national and was formed by a group of Indonesian citizens voluntarily based on a common will and ideals the aspiration to fight for and defend the political interests of members of society, the nation, and the state, and to maintain the integrity of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia based on Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. According to Jimly Asshiddiqie, political parties are the main pillars of democracy. A political party must be strong and sturdy so that the democracy it supports can also be strong. Fair legal signs are needed to regulate the procedures for establishing and dissolving political parties. Article 3 paragraph (1) Law Number 2 of 2008, in conjunction with Law Number 2 of 2011 concerning Political Parties, stipulates that political parties must be registered with the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights to become legal entities.

Political parties as legal entities or corporations that can be held accountable for their actions criminally. There are currently no regulations that explicitly state this. However, Law Number 2 of 2008, as amended by Law Number 2 of 2011 Concerning Political Parties (UU), mentions political parties as legal entities in terms of their existence and status, namely based on the formulation of Article 3 of the Law, which shows political parties born as entities created by Law (rechtspersoon, legal entity), in other words, that political parties exist as something created by legal process or through a legal process following existing regulatory provisions. Based on the theory of legal reality which provides an understanding of the capacity and existence of a legal entity to become a legal subject created based on Law, political parties are then referred to as corporations, where corporations can carry out legal actions because existing provisions state them as legal subjects and impose an obligation which then followed by the granting of rights to legal entities, so that they then become independent legal
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subjects/known as person standi in judicio.  

Hassbulah F. Sjawie, in his book, states that the problem of the accountability of a political party to become the perpetrator/subject of a crime is something that cannot be considered easy, considering that political parties are legal entities where the root of the problem is no crime without fault as a principle that must be met. The error in question is the attitude of the heart or men’s rea which is naturally only found in natural people, so the criminal responsibility that can be requested is only for natural people.

The characteristics of the criminal act of corruption usually involve more than one person. Corruption crimes can actually ensnare individuals who work together in committing corruption, and the theory of corporate criminal responsibility in corporate crimes can also ensnare political parties in this corruption case. There are several indications/allegations of corruption cases involving members of political parties whose proceeds flow to their parties, but no political party has yet been investigated or prosecuted by law enforcement.

Criminal acts of corruption and money laundering criminal convictions against corporations can be carried out considering that this is done by members suspected of committing corruption or money laundering in addition to benefiting themselves and allegedly to benefit a corporation. Members of political parties who commit corruption or money laundering should be subject to criminal sanctions because they are an integral part of the political party or Corporation itself. The Corporation is responsible for what has been done by its members in corporate responsibility, which is included in the theory of Vicarious Liability. As long as the employee’s actions are carried out for the benefit of the Corporation, the Corporation must be responsible for the actions and the impact of those actions. In this case, the main punishment fines for corporations or legal entities, in this case, political parties.

The main punishment for corporations is in the form of fines. There are also additional penalties in the form of dissolving corporations; there is also what is being debated here regarding additional penalties for dissolving corporations, in this case, political parties. Meanwhile, on the other hand, Article 24C of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia and Law Number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties state that the Constitutional Court has the authority to dissolve political parties. Based on this, there is an overlapping authority between the District Court Judge and the Constitutional Court regarding dissolving political parties. For this reason, it is necessary to conduct a study related to the dissolution of political parties as corporations that commit acts of corruption and money laundering, so that they comply with the Constitution and applicable laws and regulations.

Literature Review

A democratic country requires political parties and general elections (Pemilu). Political parties are increasingly important because democracy requires the authority of
citizens to govern and is part of the rights of citizens to participate in determining public policies and leaders. However, political parties are created not only to rule. Political parties also channel collective will—representing the interests of various groups in society. Concerning public policy, there are complete limitations regarding political parties. As stated by Mark N. Hagopian, a political party is an organization formed to influence the form and character of public policy within the framework of certain ideological principles and interests through the direct practice of power or popular participation in elections.12

Political parties reflect a democratic state which is believed to be a prerequisite for the life of a modern state. Without specifying which interests and by whom, it is clear that political parties are interest-channeling institutions,13 channeling the interests of the people and those in power. As an interest-channeling institution,14 political parties are used for communication in two directions: from top to bottom and from bottom to top. If this can be implemented correctly, the function of political parties as political socialization, political participation, political communication, articulation of interests, aggregation of interests, and policymaking, can run well to realize the expected political development.15

Political parties are so important that it is assumed that there is no democracy without political parties. This statement is stated quite often. This is because political party institutions are essential pillars of building a democratic system in addition to the election, executive, legislative, judiciary, and free press institutions.16 It is no longer possible to implement democracy in modern democratic countries using the direct democracy model. Many obstacles are faced if direct democracy is to be implemented. Therefore, the implementation of democracy is carried out by representatives of the people who sit as members of the People's Representative Body.17

Method

This study is legal research. The preparation of legal research needs to use an approach,18 this approach aims to be able to obtain information from various aspects regarding the issues being discussed.19 In this research, the approach used is a statutory approach (Statute Approach) 20 or a juridical approach, namely research on legal products.21 This statutory approach examines all laws and regulations related to the research to be
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studied. This statutory approach will open up opportunities for researchers to study whether there is consistency and suitability between one Law and another. The writing of this Law also uses an analytical approach (Analytical approach). This Approach is carried out by looking for meaning in legal terms contained in legislation, so that researchers gain new meanings or meanings from legal terms and test their practical application. The next approach is conceptual (Conceptual Approach) because this research will start by identifying existing medical principles or views to generate new ideas. This conceptual approach is also used to understand and study the concepts of criminal responsibility so that the concept of political party criminal responsibility as a form of Corporation will be obtained.

Result and Discussion

Theory of Corporate Criminal Liability

Corporate criminal responsibility, basically three theories underlie responsibility for corporate criminal acts, namely:

a. Identification Theory, Direct Liability Doctrine and Alter Ego Theory

Direct criminal responsibility or "Direct Liability" (which also means non vicarious) states that the senior employees of the Corporation, or people who get a delegation of authority from them, are viewed with a specific purpose and especially, as the Corporation itself, with the result that their actions and mental attitudes are seen as directly causing these actions, or are the mental attitudes of the Corporation. The scope of criminal acts that corporations may commit following this principle is more comprehensive than if it is based on the "vicarious" theory of doctrine.

The most emphasized identification theory is that the perpetrator must be a person who truly represents a corporation. Even in his principles and systems, he is not a shareholder but a professional administrator. The perpetrators referred to are officials, administrators, and employees with managerial levels whose duties are not under orders or directions from other people. The owner of power in this Corporation has the authority to represent the Corporation.

b. Strict Liability

Strict Liability is a criminal responsibility that does not require any guilt on the perpetrator’s part against one or more of the actus reus. This strict Liability is a liability without fault. The perpetrator of a criminal act can already be punished if he has committed a prohibited act as defined in the Law without further looking at the inner
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23 Peter Mahmud Marzuki, Legal Research, (Jakarta: Kencana, 2010), p. 93.
27 Mukti Fajar and Yulianto Achmad, Dualism of Normative and Empirical Legal Research ,
attitude of the perpetrator. It is emphasized that a criminal act that is strict Liability only requires the assumption or knowledge of the perpetrator; it is enough to demand criminal responsibility from him. There is no question of the existence of mens rea because the main element of strict Liability is actus reus (deeds), so what must be proven is actus reus, not mens rea.  

c. Vicarious Liabilities  

vicarious liability doctrine is a corporate criminal responsibility doctrine adopted from Civil Law. The basic understanding of the theory of vicarious Liability is emphasized on the responsibility of a corporate owner for all actions taken by his employees. Yudi Krismen thinks that a superior response is applied if a corporate agent commits a crime within the scope of his work to provide benefits to the Corporation. The thing that should be underlined in understanding the theory of vicarious Liability is that the perpetrator of the action is not limited to whomever that person is as long as that person has a working relationship in the Corporation.  

Law No. 8 of 2010 concerning the Prevention and Eradication of Money Laundering Crimes  

Article 1 number 10: "a corporation is a group of people and assets that are organized, either as a legal entity or not as a legal entity." Article 6 paragraph (1): "if the crime of money laundering as referred to in Article 3, Article 4, and Article 5 is committed by a corporation, the sentence shall be imposed on the corporation and the person controlling the corporation".  

Article 6 paragraph (2): "Criminals are imposed on corporations if the crime of money laundering:

a. carried out or ordered by the personnel controlling the Corporation;

b. carried out in the context of fulfilling the aims and objectives of the Corporation;

c. carried out following the duties and functions of the actor or giver of the order; And

d. carried out to provide benefits to the corporation".  

Article 9 paragraph (1): "if the Corporation is unable to pay the fine as referred to in Article 7 paragraph (1), the fine shall be replaced by confiscation of the Corporation's Assets or Corporate Controlling Personnel whose value is the same as the fine sentence imposed".  

Article 9 paragraph (2): "if the sale of the confiscated Corporation's Assets as referred to in paragraph (1) is insufficient, imprisonment in place of fines shall be imposed on the Corporate Controlling Personnel taking into account the fines already paid".  

Law No. 31 of 1999 Juncto Law No. 20 of 2001 concerning Eradication of Corruption Crimes  

Article 1 point 1: "A corporation is a group of people and assets organized either as a legal entity or not as a legal entity." Article 2 paragraph (1): "Any person who unlawfully commits an act of enriching himself or...
another person or a corporation that can harm the state's finances or the state's economy, shall be punished with life imprisonment or imprisonment for a minimum of 4 (four) years and a maximum of 20 (twenty) years and a minimum fine of Rp. 200,000,000.00 (two hundred million rupiahs) and a maximum of Rp. 1,000,000,000.00 (one billion rupiahs)."

Article 3 Any person who, to benefit himself or another person or a corporation, abuses the authority, opportunities, or facilities available to him because of his position or position which can harm the state's finances or the state's economy, shall be punished with imprisonment for life or imprisonment for a minimum 1 (one) year and a maximum of 20 (twenty) years and or a fine of at least Rp. 50,000,000.00 (fifty million rupiahs) and a maximum of Rp. 1,000,000,000.00 (one billion rupiahs). 40

Article 20 (1) If a criminal act of corruption is committed by or on behalf of a corporation, criminal charges and convictions can be made against the Corporation and its management. (2) Corruption is committed by a corporation if the crime is committed by people based on work relations or other relationships, acting within the corporate environment alone or together. (3) If a criminal charge is made against a corporation, management represents the Corporation. (4) The management representing the Corporation may be represented by another person, as referred to in paragraph (3). (5) The judge may order the management of the Corporation to appear before the court himself and may also order the management to be brought before a court hearing. (6) If a criminal charge is made against a corporation, the summons to appear and delivery of the summons shall be conveyed to the management at the residence of the management or where the management has an office. (7) The principal sentence that can be imposed on a corporation is only a fine, provided that the maximum penalty is added 1/3 (one-third). 41

Supreme Court Regulation No. 13 of 2016 concerning Procedures for Handling Criminal Cases by Corporations

Article 1 number 1: "Corporation is a group of people and assets that are organized, either a legal entity or not a legal entity."

Article 1 number 7: "Dissolution is the dissolution of a company due to a decision of the GMS/EGMS, or the period of establishment determined by the articles of association has ended, or based on a court decision, or because the company's business license has been revoked, thus requiring the company to carry out liquidation following statutory provisions."

Article 1 number 8: "Criminal acts by corporations are criminal acts for which corporations can be held criminally responsible following the laws governing corporations."

Article 1 number 10: "Management is a corporate organ that carries out corporate management following the articles of association or laws that are authorized to represent the corporation, including those who do not have the authority to make decisions, but in reality can control or participate in influencing corporate policies or participate in deciding policies in a corporation that can qualify as a crime."

Article 3: "A criminal act by a corporation is a crime committed by a person based on a working relationship, or based on another relationship, either individually or jointly acting for and on behalf of the corporation of Negara," YUSTISIA MERDEKA: Jurnal Ilmiah Hukum 8, no. 2 (November 14, 2022): 29–36.


within and outside the corporate environment." Looking at the provisions of Article 3 PERMA Number 13 of 2016, in terms of corporate criminal responsibility, Indonesia itself uses the identification theory and the Vicarious Liability theory. Article 4 point 1: "Corporations can be held criminally liable following the provisions on corporate crime in the laws governing corporations."\(^{42}\)

Article 25

(1) Judges sentence the Corporation in the form of principal punishment and additional punishment.

(2) The principal sentence that can be imposed on a Corporation, as referred to in paragraph (1), is fine.

(3) Additional penalties are imposed on Corporations following the provisions of laws and regulations.\(^{43}\)

**Dissolution of Political Parties**

Arrangements regarding the dissolution of political parties vary from country to country depending on how political parties are positioned and the national interests that must be protected. In the new countries of the Asia-Africa region, according to Weiner and Lapalombara, political party arrangements are generally related to two elements of national integration, namely, the issue of control over all national territory and the issue of loyalty. Sam Issacharoff supports the views of Weiner and Lapalombara by saying that the constitutional basis in each state is stated as something that cannot be changed, so based on this principle, it becomes a benchmark for determining boundaries that political parties may not violate. These limits can be in the form of certain principles that determine which parties are democratic and which are not. Another limitation is national integrity.\(^{44}\)

The authority to dissolve political parties in Indonesia itself belongs to the Constitutional Court based on Article 24C paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia that the Constitutional Court has the authority to try at the first and last levels whose decision is final to review laws against laws Basic, decide disputes over the authority of state institutions whose authority is granted by the Constitution, decide on the dissolution of political parties and decide disputes about the results of general elections.

Meanwhile, the regulation regarding the dissolution of political parties in Indonesia is regulated in Law Number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties. Article 41 of the Law on Political Parties explains that three things make a political party disband: dissolving itself on its own decision, merging with another political party, or being dissolved by the Constitutional Court. Based on the provisions of Article 41 of Law Number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties, those who have the authority to dissolve political parties are the political parties themselves and the Constitutional Court.\(^{45}\)

Based on Article 48 paragraph (3) of Law number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties, the Constitutional Court can dissolve political parties against political parties that have been suspended for violating the provisions of Article 40 paragraph (2) of Law number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties and committed another violation of Article 40 paragraph (2) of Law number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties. Article 40 paragraph (2) Law number 2 of 2008
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\(^{44}\) Ahmad Nasution, “PEMBUBARAN PARTAI POLITIK DI INDONESIA,” "Dharmasiswa" *Jurnal Program Magister Hukum FHUI* 1, no. 2 (July 18, 2021), https://scholarhub.ui.ac.id/dharmasiswa/vol1/iss2/5.

concerning Political Parties itself regulates the prohibition against political parties from carrying out activities that are contrary to the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia and statutory regulations or carrying out activities that endanger the integrity and security of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia.

The Constitutional Court can also dissolve political parties that violate Article 40 paragraph (5) of Law number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties as stipulated in Article 48 paragraph (7) of Law number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties. Article 40, paragraph (5) of Law number 2 of 2008 concerning Political Parties themselves, regulates the prohibition against political parties from adhering to and developing and spreading the teachings or understanding of communism/Marxism-Leininism.

The dissolution of political parties is also regulated in the TPPU Law and TPPK Law as an additional sanction considering that political parties are legal entities, so political parties are included as legal subjects in the TPPU Law and TPPK Law as corporations. Thus, if you look at the vicarious liability theory of corporate crime, any political party that commits a crime of money laundering or corruption can be subject to additional criminal sanctions in the form of dissolving the political party. Regulations regarding the dissolution of political parties as criminal sanctions in the form of additional penalties for political parties that commit money laundering and corporate crimes then indirectly give authority to court judges to dissolve political parties. The authority to dissolve a political party as a corporation is proven to have committed a crime; between the TPPU Law, the TPPK Law, and the Political Parties Law, there is an overlapping authority in dissolving political parties between court judges and the Constitutional Court.

According to the principle of lex superior derogat legi inferiori, hierarchically higher laws and regulations overrule lower hierarchically laws and regulations. The order of the hierarchy of laws and regulations in Indonesia is regulated in Article 7, paragraph (1) of Law Number 12 of 2011 concerning the Formation of Legislation, which states that the types and hierarchy of laws and regulations can be seen in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Types of Legislation</th>
<th>Legislative hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1945 Constitution</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MPR Assembly Decree</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Constitution</td>
<td>Third</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Government Regulation in Lieu of Law</td>
<td>Fourth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Government regulations</td>
<td>Fifth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Presidential decree</td>
<td>Sixth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(Provincial) Regulations</td>
<td>Seventh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Regional Regulation (City)</td>
<td>Eighth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on this hierarchy and referring to the principle of lex superior derogat legi inferiori, the authority to dissolve political parties belongs to the Constitutional Court, which is regulated in the 1945 Constitution, while the authority to dissolve political parties belongs to the court judges as regulated in the TPPU Law and the TPPK Law. On the other hand, court judges in deciding a case cannot be separated from the theory of authority, which contains teachings about the types and sources of authority. Types of authority include bound authority and free authority. Meanwhile, the sources of authority come from attribution, delegation, and mandates. Authority that is attributive (original), namely the granting of government authority by legislators to government organs (attribute toekenning van een bestuursbevoegheid door een
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This attributive authority is also permanent or remains as long as the Law regulates it. Based on this theory of authority, court judges also have the right to dissolve political parties, bearing in mind that the TPPU Law and TPPK Law authorize judges to impose criminal penalties on dissolving corporations where political parties are part of what is meant by the Corporation.

Referring to the principle of lex superior derogat legi inferiori and the theory of authority, court judges can decide on additional criminal penalties in the form of arbitrary dissolution of corporations as their authority. However, specifically for political parties, decisions to disband corporations are only limited to recommendations that the government will later forward through the Attorney General. Moreover, Ministers assigned by the President, who then act as petitioners as stated in Article 3 paragraph (1) of Constitutional Court Regulation No. 12 of 2008 concerning Procedural Procedures for the Dissolution of Political Parties, which is then forwarded to the Supreme Court and which decides the dissolution of the party. The future of politics is the Constitutional Court. Thus, the procedure for dissolving political parties follows the 1945 Constitution and Constitutional Court Regulation Number 12 of 2008 concerning Procedural Procedures for Dissolving Political Parties.

The government can request the dissolution of a political party proven to have committed a crime. The dissolution by the government follows the provisions of Article 3 paragraph (1) of Constitutional Court Regulation No. 12 of 2008 concerning Procedural Procedures for the Dissolution of Political Parties "The Petitioner is the government represented by the Attorney General and the Minister assigned by the President at that time." The government requests the dissolution of this political party to the Constitutional Court because the authority to disband it is still the authority of the Constitutional Court following the mandate of the 1945 Constitution.

**Conclusion**

The Constitutional Court can only carry out the dissolution of a political party as a corporation following the authority mandated by the 1945 Constitution, with the dissolution mechanism as stipulated in Constitutional Court Regulation No. 12 of 2008 concerning Procedures for Dissolving Political Parties. Political parties as corporations that have been proven to have committed criminal acts in the form of corruption or money laundering should be able to be disbanded because they have violated the provisions of the Law, both the Political Party Law, the Corruption Law, the Money Laundering Law, so that both individuals and political parties as a corporation that is involved in committing a crime can be subject to criminal responsibility respectively. In deciding the dissolution of a corporation as a political party that commits a crime, judges at the District Court cannot disband directly even though the decision is inkrah. The court decision handed down by this judge is used as a reference for an application by the government through the attorney general and/or the Minister appointed by the President to submit a request for its dissolution to the Constitutional Court. So that the implementation of the execution of dissolution is in the hands of the Constitutional Court according to its authority.
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